Biography of Carl Becker

The year 2000 saw Carl and wife Donna purchase their first Model A, a Seattle WA assembled 1930 Standard Coupe. A year later the coupe was sold to make way for a Canadian (Windsor ON) 1931 Deluxe Roadster which led to undertaking a six year ground-up restoration. During this time the search for restoration information and original parts necessitated joining MAFCA. Carl and Donna have become familiar figures at regional meets, national conventions and swap meets. They are also members of the Lions Gate Model A Club of Vancouver, Canada.

Carl apprenticed in 2004 for Blue Ribbon judging and is currently a Senior Judge. Continuing interest in the Canadian production of Model A vehicles prompted Carl, along with others, in 2007, to establish the Canadian Model A Ford Foundation. This is an organization of Canadian Model A owners, world-wide, who are passionate about Canadian produced A’s. In the same year, Carl joined MAFCA’s Judging Standards Committee in an effort to help expand the Canadian supplement to the Restoration Guidelines and Judging Standards. Carl served two terms and is currently an advisor to the committee.

In 2012, Carl was instrumental in establishing The Restorers Class and has been active in its development and expansion since that time in his capacity as Chair of the committee, stepping down in July 2015. He remains on the committee as a director.
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